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About This Game

Crowds of blood-thirsty monsters, crawling from every corner of the secret research base. Gloomy basements and modern labs,
darkness changing into blazing bulbs. The only usual thing is: you're in a bad place alone, and there's no one to help you!

  An improved version of a cult 2003 game which won hearts of the huge army of players worldwide. Complete game missions,
earning more and more cash for weapons and inventory, use stationary weapons in the hottest places, eliminate monster

spawning places with dynamite and increase your firepower with implants and drones.
  You've saved our poor little planet so many times... but the real hero never stops!

  Go ahead, great deeds are waiting for you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility
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9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection

Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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absolutely hilarious main character and jokes. gameplay was quite intuitive but I mainly went through most dialogues just for
the comedy. great stuff. :). Probably one of my most favorite games I've ever gotten, I highly reccomend it, as another review
said (The one that convinced me to get the game) "The fun of destroying someone else's legos" It's an amazing game, and a lot
of games you get tired of after a little while, FTD is not one of the, I think my almost 400 hours speaks for itself about my
enjoyment of the game. And it runs pretty well on my Macbook Pro so I can continue playing on the go!. The graphics are
painful for 2005 and the UI hurts my head. Learn the hotkeys quickly. Also buy the game now when it is on sale for $5. I
recommended it for what it should become - a nice tactical challenge as you build your team up. There are a decent number of
weapons\/armor\/spells\/units. With an army of 26, it should get interesting (I hope).

Also is CheatEngine compatible in terms of "gold." I would never have the patience to play without the initial boost to build a
decent\/interesting army.

After four hours of play, I've found this game has some frustrating issues, for me at least. Certainly not worth $10 full price for
a 12-year-old game that looks 15 years old and an interface that is late 1980s. I cheated like heck and have three heroes and it
takes me 30 tries to kill one little dwarf. Nothing is intuitive, like switching weapons. I think you have to just memorize the
hotkeys or go fish. There's a certain threshold - I think 2 to 3 move points - where it's not enough to attack but you have to finish
up with the player, so you just randomly move to bleed off the extra move points. Makes no sense.

Anyway, there's plenty of better games on Steam even for $5.

So unfortunately, had to change my review to thumbs down on this one.. Hard... hard.. Very hard !!!!
I liked the game. quot;Can it wait for a bit? I'm in the middle of some calibrations."

let me LOVE YOU you dumb son of a b*tch. fun cheap and simple verry good but now it never works with xbox controller used
to now just makes u quit game when u press a button plz fix. great game one of the best
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What can I say that's not already been said? The game has a very simple design, and absolutely NO INSTRUCTIONS. That's not
a bad thing, because you are thrust into puzzle after puzzle and have to figure out how things work. Sometimes they don't work
exactly as you expect; that's part of the game. Figuring things out. Learning by trying. Clicking things and seeing what happens.
Some levels introduce new mechanics, and then the next levels put them together with what you already know in strange and
unexpected ways.

The main joy for Me in this game (and in life) is figuring things out. There seem to be some videos on YouTube showing
exactly how to play the game and get through every puzzle. I didn't watch any of them and downvoted the link to them on
Steam. I certainly don't recommend them to anyone. But I guess if you're just an achievement wrhoe who doesn't care about
actually achieving anything in real life, those videos could be handy.

It is completely mouse-constrolled; I don't think I touched the keyboard at all during the game. As I said, there are NO
INSTRUCTIONS. The icons in the game menus aren't even labeled. They are, for the most part, pretty obvious -- but
sometimes you do what you do in the game: click and see what happens.

The game offers very little replay value for people without Alzheimer's. However, it could be enjoyable to come back to every
now and then to relax and keep your mind sharp. The music is nice, the background is pretty, and the sound effects aren't
jarring. For the price, this game is outstanding. The author appears to be very active in the forums and quite responsive to
customer problems. And perhaps most importantly of all for someone like Me, it's available on Linux.

10/10 - hopefully the author will write some more levels for the game eventually.

--V. I really enjoyed playing this its short but it took me 2 hours to edit out all of the content it has in such a short while, i
definantely recommend this game i have a playtrough of it here, took me 20 minutes to beat the game 
:https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1P3_FJHf4E4jWPG3k7Ft6w

I FIND OUT THE 2 SECRET ACHIEVEMENTS!, check it out on my channel. A bit of my review is on the basis that i have
been playing bomberman games before i knew my dang alphabets, so it didnt take too long to get a good idea about the game, its
honestly quite good considering the asking price is free. I dont have much intrest in the character creation aspect but it might be
overpriced for a large amount. i think a good note worthy idea is to have themed packs for less money so players can pick what
they want. either way they do look cute and the games controls are quite solid. I hope there will be more powerups to add into
the game in the future to mess with but in its current state its a nice game to reccomend. Give some unlockable/rank rewards or
other aspects and you got something even better, but at the moment its a fun couchless couch party game.

(as i play more i will update this review overtime). Awkward controls, simultaneously too slow and too fast, and it's an authentic
3D first person race from the low-polygon dos days. You already know if you want to play it or not.

Thumbs up for the nostalgia players. I might enjoy it more later after some practice.. a repetitive dungeon crawler. a
disappointment after city of chains which i found charming if shoddy. this is just... not very good, and i would suggest you avoid
it.. Makes me feel like battlestar galatica!!
. Enjoyable game, very hard. Just don't expect much accuracy in it.....you get tanks in the initial German invasion of 
Belgium....................................in 1914.. This is a game that shows you even in death, you're not alone. Death looks absolutely
terrifying, and it seems as though it always gets to you no matter what. What you must do is accept it, as if you're swallowing the
largest pill you could ever swallow. Death isn't a gun or a void, it is a door.. Not bad, not good.
Graphics are ok. Mainly, a hidden-objects game with some puzzles, one or two of interest.
Story is so so.
Short.
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